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The science of Delivery
72% of projects underestimate the importance of implementation and fail to deliver. Traditional performance management techniques aren’t working. 

Implementation matters now more than ever.

A battle-tested step-by-step approach that provides clarity, focus and accountability to achieve successful implementation. A practical guide of  how 

to  effectively lead, align business and operating model to deliver on promise, and manage results-driven, system-wide implementations, and a coherent, 

flexible plan for implementation 

Think, Act and Stay Informed
Profit from the core expertise of the originator and his team to grow, compete and 
navigate the operational complexity.

They work is applied to national economies, triggered global themes, influenced GDP 
growth, reset policies, and shaped the performance of the fastest growing fortune 100 
companies.

For more  details, please visit www.von-scheel.com
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FDI 4.0 Business Model

This poster is part of the Industry 4.0 Masterclass with the originator. It is designed to take the 
participants through the latest management practices and how to implement the Foreign 
Direct Investment Industry 4.0 topics . 

 
Taking advantage of disruption
A hands-on guided approach to unlock the building blocks of strategy execution. Navigate the 
pitfalls, challenges and explore the opportunities and inspect the strategic options to grow, 
compete and improve operational excellence. 

The fourth industrial revolution brings with it unparalleled changes at rates never seen before. 
In an  an in age of disruption, it requires to rethink the core differentiation aspects. Differentia-
tion is what you do, every day, through repeatable activities to serve your customers better 
than the competition. 

Bridging the gap between strategy design and delivery 
You will leave the Masterclass with an initial Foreign Direct Investment Industry 4.0 
roadmap and the knowledge of how to respond to the opportunities, and to detect 
where to transform and when to innovate.

The Fourth Industrial Revolution  
The 4th Industrial Revolution merges the digital, virtual and physical world with 17 colliding trends that each bring about paradigm shifts.  
Each of the trends disrupts every aspect of our lives, society, economy, all industry and every country with an exponential pace and impact. 
 
The fourth industrial revolution’s scale, scope, and complexity is unlike humankind has experienced before.
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Mastering the building blocks of Strategy Execution in FDI 4.0 
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Cost Model

= Cockpits, Dashboards & Scorecards

= Evaluation & Audits

= Cost Opportunity

= Cost Flow

= TCO Opportunity

Performance Model

= Performance Opportunity

= Reporting Flow

= Measurements

= Control & Monitoring

= Effectiveness & Efficiency

= Maturity Level= Integration Opportunity

= Standardization Opportunity

= Governance,
Policies &
Guidelines

= People Distribution

Operating Model Revenue Model

= Revenue Opportunity

= Revenue Flow

= Core Differentiating
Competency

= Core Competitive
Competency

= Channel

Value Model

= Value Opportunity

= ROI Opportunity

= Value Identification

= Value Governance

= Value Creation = Service Flow

= Simple Service

= Complex Service

= Unique Service

= Main/Supporting Service

Service Model
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Rise of a customer-led revolution, 
where empowered and outcome 
focused are at the centre of their 
own universe. 

Customer 4.0
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PHASE 1:
Set direction
and context

PHASE 2:
Establish clear
accountabilities

and metrics

PHASE 3:
Create realistic
budgets, plans,

and targets

Reporting gives a timely view of
performance with appropriate detail,
and it does not burden the organization

Performance reviews are both
challenging and supportive, and are

focused, fact based, and action oriented

There is a clear view of what success
looks like - across the organization

and with relevant partners

Accountabilities are clear, key performance
indicators and scorecards are balanced and
cover both performance and health, and
metrics cascade where appropriate

Actions are taken to improve
performance, and there are

visible consequences for
good and bad performance

Targets stretch employees but are also
fully owned by management, and they
are supported by appropriate resources

PHASE 4:
Track performance

effectively

PHASE 5:
Hold robust
performance

dialogues

PHASE 6:
Ensure actions,

rewards, and
consequences

Stakeholder Engagement

Degree of Change:
Low/Medium

Fit Gap & Root Cause Analysis (Needs/
Wants) & Performance & Value Expectations

Degree of Change:
Medium/High

Degree of Change:
High

Industry 4.0
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The nervous system to FDI 4.0  from strategy to operation execution 
A value chain, business model and operating model is most powerful representation of how a organization creates, delivers, and captures value within a customer segment. Yet, business modeling is difficult and a 

rare practiced discipline. Managers don’t understand their existing model well enough to know when it needs changing - or how.

Global connectitivity and erosion of industry boarders disrupts end-to-end digital integration 
of engineering across the entire value chain.
 

Technologies scales exponenrtionally with double 
in power or processing speed  every year, while 
their cost halves. As memory chips, batteries con-
tinue to shrink in scale and price point, technology 
has become ever smaller and more capable.

Putting 
FDI 4.0 
into Practice

Disruptions

Take advantage of a digitally connected environment that drives 
he next era of SMART i.e factory, products, logistic solutions.

Unfolds an advanced set of highly conected, cognitive and autonomous solutions that increase 
autonomy further. This will set a new standards on the level of reusability and automation that 
improves the service, performance in real-time.

Smart
Automation

Connected 
Ecosystems

SMART

A fundamental shift from linear, sequential business operations net-
work i.e logistics, marketplace, production, marketing and service to 
an interconnected open system.  

 
A deeper underlying paradigm-shift in our scientific 
reality emerges with the quantum logic.     
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Map 
FDI Value Chain 

5

Analyze 
Can-Want-Should

2

Chart cost structure 
and revenue stream 

4

 Pinpoint 
 the  80 - 15 - 5 
opportunities 

6

Determine 
Strategic Options

8

Outline innovation &
transformation initiatives

9

Calculate performance
& budget impact

7

Define Goals & 
Critical Success Factors

10

Set direction & context

11

Establish accountability &
performance metrics

12

Design realistic budgets,
plans & targets

13

Track performance
management

14

Continuous
delivery improvement

DEFINE PLAN EXECUTE

Outdo

Outengage

The tectonic plates are shifting  
When compared with previous industrial revolutions, the 3rd and the 4th 
revolution have evolved at an exponential rate rather than a linear pace.

This era is no difference!
 
People are the centrepiece of the Industry 4.0. Ever since the first caveman 
sharpened a flint, humanity has defined itself by its capacity to equip itself 
with tools to manage its environment. 

People, not technology drives the Industry 4.0 transformation. People adapt 
to changes with new strategies.
 

When discrution happens, it happens fast

When trends collide then disruption happens fast. In fact, so rapid that the 
tectonic plates of productivity and growth are shifting at a speed that re-
shapes the competitive and social landscape, and redefines the boundaries 
of prosperity, trade and values. 

Being unique is the ultimate competitive advantage
In a world that is disrupted faster than ever, the question is not whether you 
will join in, but how. In an age of disruption, it is required to rethink the core 
differentiating aspects. 

Differentiation is what you do, every day, through repeatable activities to serve
your customers better than the competition.
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Author
Henrik von Scheel is best known as the originator of the Industry 4.0  and the mastermind 
of the European Digital Revolution, which ignited the global themes of today. 

Named by Financial Times as one of the leading authority on strategy and competitiveness.

A sought-after speaker and prolific writer that has evolved the mainstream thinking and 
practices of organizations today. 

Douglas van den Berghe is one of the world’s most influential and iconoclastic business 
thinkers on foreign direct investment (FDI) and special economic zone (SEZ). 

His official nickname is “FDI Guru”.

Douglas asserts, that economic development models must continually reinvent themselves, 
and not just at times of crisis. He has worked with leading governments, companies 
and investors across the globe and is a dynamic and sought-after speaker.

The 4.0 emerge in sequence of 
5

metamorphosis stages,
that change everythingc

Strategy, not technology drives Change in FDI 
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Rapid Growth
>10% CAGR

Normal Growth
>5% CAGR

Hyper Growth
>20% CAGR

Global Reach Regional Reach Local Reach

Core Differentiating
Competencies (5%)

Core Competitive
Competencies (15%)

Research

Value Chain

 Goverment Programs

Performance Measurements

Non-Core
Competencies (80%)
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and Export Impact

BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS
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Industry Skills

Source: Henrik von Scheel

Education Workforce

Labour CostSpecialized Skills

Competitive Advantage 

Competitive Dynamics 

Comparative Advantage 

Competitive Parity  

Competitive Rivalry 

Hypercompetitive Advantage  

Focus on Leading Practice Focus on Industry Practice Focus on Best Practice

Industry

> High level of business design for strategic options 
    to run and develop the business.

> Competitive Forces: 
  1. Competition in the industry  
  2. Potential of new entrants
  3. Power of suppliers  
  4. Power of customers 
   5. Threat of substitute products

> Alliance, Partners and Complementors 

> Workforce, Investor and Industry Segmentation

> Direct Money Flow (cost)

> Indirect Money Flow (value)

> Where and how the 4.0 forces disruptive

> Delivery Services

> Innovation Opportunities i.e. revenue, 
    value and service.

>  Transformation Opportunities i.e. cost,  
      operations and performance


